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Plan for today:
1. Comparatives.
2. Epistemic contradictions.
3. Truth and content.

1 Unifying probability talk with a general account of comparatives
1.1 A really obvious point
First appearances suggest that probability operators (is as likely as, probably, is more likely than,
etc) should be treated together with what we might call pure modal talk (might, may, ought, must,
possibly, necessarily, etc) because:
• They are non-truth-functional operators on propositions.
• They interact logically with epistemic modals:
R3. Must to probably.
It must be that
Probably
R4. Probably to might.
Probably
It might be that/It is possible that
You may, however, have noticed that:
• Comparative forms are not as easy/natural with straight modal talk:
? is as possible as, ? is as necessary as. Hopeless with modal auxiliaries.
• The various comparative probability operators (is as likely as, is (much) more/less likely than,
etc) obviously have a bunch of a further decomposable structure. The range of morphology involved in this further structure occurs in comparative discourse generally (this is what
Kennedy [2006] calls degree morphology):
comparative morphemes: more, less, as
intensifiers: very, quite, rather
sufficiency morphemes: too, enough, so
and obviously, all this morphology is playing the same semantic role.
That last observation tells us very clearly that our semantics for probability operators is
really going to have to play nice with the true semantics for degree morphology.
And you might think that recommends the following methodological disposition for doing semantics
for probability operators:
Seek the gradable adjectives literature for help in doing the semantics for probability
operators.
To some extent this is Portner [2009]’s attitude. (Also my attitude at SuB in 2006.)
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1.2 Kennedy 2007
Portner [2009] on probability operators is basically applied Kennedy [2006]. Some of the basic
features of Kennedy’s picture:
1. We assume things called dimensions. Expensive and cheap both involve the dimension cost;
tall and short both involve the dimension height, etc. Dimensions come in (totally orderable)
magnitudes measurable by degrees. A dimension and its corresponding total order of degrees
is a scale.
2. Sentences with gradable adjectives (expensive, tall ... most other adjectives!) express relaVagueness and grammar
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A more standard alternative analysis is one in which gradable adjectives denote relations between
degrees and individuals (type hd; he; tii), and comparatives and other degree constructions saturate
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notation: throughout
this paper I follow Heim and Kratzer (1998) in assuming that
JposKc 3 =A note
g. onx.g(x)
dc

syntactic representations can be directly interpreted, but I will use predicate logic as my metalanguage for representing truth conditions, rather than English as in Heim and Kratzer (1998), defining
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of for
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large above). To
the representations
simple as this:
possible, I will omit type specifications for arguments from the domain of individuals, degrees and

gradable adjectives, instead using the variables from the sets fx; y; zg; fd; d ; d g; fg; g ; g g, respecJposKc tively.
= g.
x.g(x) ⌫ s (g)
Finally, I will omit cspecification of assignment functions and other contextual parameters
0

except where relevant.

00

0

00

with s “a context-sensitive function that chooses a standard of comparison
in such a way as to
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ensure that the objects that the positive form is true of ‘stand out’ in the context of utterance,
relative to the kind of measurement that the adjective encodes” (17).
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1.3 Flatfooted implementation of Kennedy for probability operators
Probability operators are equipped with a scale h[0,1], , probabilityi. Give the same semantics as
Kennedy on adjectives, but switch out individuals for propositions:
JprobableK = p.P r(p)

JposKc = g. p.g(p) ⌫ sc (g)

Basically, probable literally denotes a probability function mapping propositions into their probabilities in the closed interval [0,1]. We might conjecture the morpheme -ly express pos above. If so
we’d have:
Jprobably Kc = 1 i↵ P r( )

sc (P r)

So this would be a probabilistic alternative to the picture of probability operators in Kratzer [1991],
which does not use quantitative probabilities but a mere partial order.
Now we might even try to drag the pure epistemic modal down this road. Kennedy tries to build an
empirical case for the idea that some gradable adjectives are absolute, serving to characterize the
degree to which an object has a property by reference to the upper and lower bounds of the relevant
scale.
Two varieties:
1. Minimum Standard: adjectives which compare the degree of x to the lower bound
of the scale.
The door is open.
The rod is bent.
Only non-zero door aperture/degree of bend required for truth.
JbentK = x.bend(x) > min(bend)

2. Maximum Standard: adjectives which compare the degree of x to the upper bound
of the scale.
The door is closed.
The rod is straight.
Requires completely closed door/completely straight rod.
JstraightK = x.straight(x) = max(straight)

Now you might go crazy and propose this:
JpossiblyK = p.P r(p) > min(P r)
JmustK = p.P r(p) = max(P r)
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1.4 Portner
Portner thinks a scale is necessary for probable (and possible), but he does not favor an analysis of
probable (or pure epistemic modals) based on numerical probabilities. He makes a few points:
1. Probable and possible take di↵erent modifiers. He thinks this predicts that they need di↵erent
scales.
Comment: Perhaps, but that doesn’t mean probability is not implicated in the scales
appropriate to both operators.
2. The interval on our scale is closed, “so we expect a degree specification like completely to be
acceptable”. But:
# It’s completely probable that it’s raining.
In a footnote (76, fn.15) Portner considers the reply that the scale associated with probable
uses just the degrees in (0,1). He says that this would incorrectly saddle Probably with the
presupposition It is not certain that , and cites data that is supposed to support this point.
The relation of the data he cites to his point is somewhat mysterious; the data he seems to
want is:
A: Probably it’s raining.
B: Yes. In fact it’s certain that it’s raining.
Comments:
Kennedy: “not all modiers co-occur with all adjectives for apparently idiosyncratic
reasons” (34). E.g., the dimension associated with cost has a minimal element ($0);
but it’s bad to say, of a free t-shirt, that it is completely inexpensive.
Second, it would be technically trivial to extend the range of a probability measure
on the closed interval [0,1] to one on [0,1 + r) for r some positive real. The extra
values above 1 just go unused. (Not an ideal solution, however.)
3. While possibly can be modified by completely, it would not get the right meaning; with a [0,1]
scale completely possible should mean probability 1.
Comment: This is right: the maximal degree of possibility is not probability 1.
Actually it seems like the ‘completely’ in ‘completely possible’ is redundant:
? It’s possible that Bob is in his office, but not completely possible.
In this respect it is more like ‘straight’ than ‘bent’. But unlike ‘straight’, it is
unclear what the comparative form (‘is more possible than’) really means. This is
not obviously a gradable notion.
But even if possibly is gradable and needs a scale, the scale might be derived from
a probability measure. (For instance, it might be characterizing the domain of the
probability measure.)
4. We shouldn’t analyze pure epistemic modals in terms of something numerical, because it is
dubious that a numerical reading is implicated in the other readings (deontic, circumstantial,
etc.) of this modals, and we want a unified analysis.
Agreed. (Note Yalcin [2007] doesn’t do that.) But we very well might need probabilities for probability operators, and in that case the epistemic modals should
probably quantify over the domains of the relevant probabilities spaces (since we
need to preserve the inference patterns (R3) and (R4) above).
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2 Moore’s paradox and epistemic contradictions
(This puzzle about to be sketched arises for both epistemic modals and probability operators. I
want to focus mainly on this puzzle as it arises for probability operators, but things get complicated
very fast in the probabilistic case, so let’s ease into it with the epistemic modal version first.)
Bad:
1. # Its raining and it might not be raining
2. # Its raining and possibly its not raining
3. # Its not raining and it might be raining
4. # Its not raining and possibly its raining
Call things of this form:
( ^ ⌃¬ ), (¬ ^ ⌃ )
epistemic contradictions. Why are epistemic contradictions bad? We could look for parallels.
Moore-paradoxical sentences comes to mind:
5. ? Its raining and I don’t know that its raining
6. ? Its not raining and for all I know, its raining
Usual explanation of Moore’s paradox: pragmatically defective. Why not say the same for epistemic
contradictions? Answer: Because epistemic contradictions behave di↵erently in embedded
contexts. Consider suppositional and antecedent-of-indicative contexts:
Moore paradoxical sentences
14. Suppose it is raining and I/you do not know that it is raining
15. Suppose it is not raining and for all I/you know, it is raining
16. If its raining and I do not know it, then there is something I do not know
17. If its not raining but for all I know, it is, then there is something I do not know
Epistemic contradictions
7. # Suppose its raining and it might not be raining
8. # Suppose its not raining and it might be raining
11. # If it is raining and it might not be raining, then...
12. # If it is not raining and it might be raining, then...
Looks like we have a dilemma.
• ¬ and ⌃ should be modelled as having incompatible truth-conditions, in order to explain
why it is not coherent to entertain or embed their conjunction; but
• ¬ and ⌃ should be modelled as having compatible truth-conditions, in order to block the
entailment from ⌃ to .
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2.1 Semantics for epistemic possibility
2.1.1

Traditional relational story

Usual intensional semantics for the epistemic possibility modal:
0

J⌃ Kc,w = 1 i↵ 9w0 (wRw0 ^ J Kc,w = 1)

R is provided “by context”. (God knows how.) The accessibility relation R associated with an
epistemic modal clause is one which relates the world w at which the clause is evaluated to a set of
worlds not excluded by some body of knowledge or evidence in w. So we assume something like:
wRw0 i↵ w0 is compatible with evidential state S in w
Problem: this won’t cover the data above. According the basic structure of the account,
3. # Its not raining and it might be raining
has non-empty truth-conditions. It is just the conjunction of a meteorological claim with (roughly)
a claim about a contextually determined agent or group’s ignorance of this meteorological claim.
More precisely, the sentence in context is true at a world w just in case, first, it is not raining at w,
and second, there is some world w0 compatible with what some specic contextually determined agent
or group in w knows (has evidence for, etc.) in w such that it is raining in w0 . Who exactly the agent
or group is, and what exactly their epistemic or evidential relation is to the body of information
said to be compatible with rain is, we assume, settled in some more detailed way by R. The point is
just that however these details are cashed out, we will have a totally clear, entertainable possibility
in (3). That’s the wrong result.
2.1.2

New story

Fix: add a shiftable index parameter, call it s, explicitly representing the domain over which the
epistemic modals quantify.
0

J⌃ Kc,s,w = 1 i↵ 9w0 2 s : J Kc,s,w = 1

Give semantics for ‘suppose’ and the indicative conditional which shift s in the right way.
w

0

Suppose. JSx Kc,s,w = 1 i↵ 8w0 2 Sxw : J Kc,Sx ,w = 1

0

Conditional. J↵ ! Kc,s,w = 1 i↵ 8w0 2 s↵ : J Kc,s↵ ,w = 1

I defined s↵ as a function of s and the semantic value of ↵ in the paper, but the definition is sort
of complicated. Now I would rather assume a similarity order over the space of information states,
and just say that s↵ is the nearest information state to s which accepts ↵.
Easy to see how this would generate the right results for embedded epistemic contradictions. But
need to say more about how to understand consequence on this picture. Basically we should want
to say that what consequence preserves is acceptance:
c

is accepted in information state s i↵ for all worlds w in s, J Kc,s,w = 1

That suggests we should say this about the pragmatics of unembedded epistemic possibility sentences:
Informational view. To say ⌃ in a context c is to propose to make ⌃ accepted with
respect to the context set of c.
Challenge now: extend all this to the probabilistic case, in particular the semantics for ‘suppose’
and the conditional. Obvious thing to do: make s a probability space.
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